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Can one compare apples with pears? "One can", says Dr. Wolfgang GleiBie, University of Karlsruhe, with conviction, "or at least one should try", he adds. He takes two over head transparencies from his desk and holds them against the window: both show different curves. One of the two is aimed upwards and depicts the viscosity as a function of the shear time in the linear viscoelastic range while the other, decreasing curve , is the viscosity as a function of the shear stress in the non-linear range. Two apparently uncomparable properties. But then, Gleif31e flips one of the transparencies around and puts it mirror-imaged on top of the other and, unbelievably so, the two curves mold together as one, and each data point comes to lie on another (s. Fig. 1 ). For an admirer and collector of contemporary art like Gleif31e a truely satisfying result.
It was many years ago when Gleif31e, more or less accidentally, discovered this astonishing fact. The seemingly impossible stimulated his curiosity, spured his ambition. He thought about the problem, tried here and there, did some calculations and the results were two 'mirror'-relationships, named after him (s. Fig. 2) . Some of the more physical scientists shook their head -time-shear in the linear and shear stress in the non linear range? But Gleif31e was sure about his findings and proved to be right. Still, almost 20 years later, both of his relationships are unchallenged. "Nature displays a lot of 'mirrored' functions; the same is true for the normal stress relationship which is shifted against the time-shear by a factor of K", Gleif31e explains. In these integral relationships the elastic and the viscous properties, that is the normal stress and the shear stress, are related. His presentation 'Two time-shear rate relations combining viscosity and first normal stress coefficient in the linear and non-linear flow range' , which he held at the 8th International Rheology Conference, 1980, in Naples, gave him world-wide acceptance.
Gleif31e's path toward making rheology his carrer was, as is customary, extraordinary. He studied reactor engineering in Karlsruhe but later switched to chemical engineering, which was then called process engineer ing. Looking for an appropriate subject for his disser tation he decided to design a viscometer for highly viscous fluids, even though he had no previous experience in the field. Toward the end of the sixties, he had his cone-plate viscometer completed according to his own design. With this apparatus it was possible to measure highly viscous fluids at technically relevant velocities. His first measurements were conducted with highly molecular silicon oil and polyisobutylen. Using this apparatus, Gleif31e was able to prove his 'mirror' theory toward the end of the seventies. 
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The construction of the viscometer was without precedent: the apparatus is two stories high, weighs 1.5 tonns, accelerates from 0 to 2 000 rpm in 0.002 to 0.003s, holds this state stationary for 10 ms and deaccelerates again. For the drive, 57 kW were needed with a maximum rotation of 5000 rpm. For shear times of less than 0.01 s shear rates of 104 s-1 are possible.
At a rheology conference in Lyon, 1972, GleiBie presented his apparatus for the first time and was met with scepticism. Vladimir Philippoff, one of the great rheologists, personally visited GleiBie in Karlsruhe to have a lok at the 'machine' . Two years later when GleiBie presented his first results in Wurzburg, he received unanimous acceptance.
Hi s wide-spread research activities are documented in more than 60 papers and
Viskositat viscosity 11 = �IY 11 ( y = 1/t) = 11 0 (t) Rei. I several patents. They cover the whole range of experimental know how of plastic melts, elastomeers, ceramics, filled polymeres, measurement of the melting index ... and so on ... and on ... "I don't constrain nature with fixed boundary conditions". GleiBie says, "I observe what happens and try to find an interpretation which may turn out to be an engineering concept. This way, some very unexpected things come up, but I don't stop until everything is discovered fully. I am a pedant. but I also like to play because for me the success is not directed toward a specific goal. I just like to get to the bottom of things, and if something unexpected comes out, the better."
The rheologist and person GleiBie is in perfect harmony. Since he is fond of geometric garden compositions, he spends most of his free time doing his own garden, which he designed himself. The straight lines stimulate his creativity and often times he comes up with a longsought solution to a tricky rheological problem while giving his hedge a trim. In addition to the garden, music and modern art also stimulate his creativity, a past time also enjoyed by his wife and daughter.
In rheology circles, one admires his experience, his smart advice and his knowledge of the subject. But the nicest compliment ever made came from Arthur B. 
